
Appendix C   Coaching Evaluation Form 

 
Dear Player/Parent: 
 
The quality of Tri County coaches is extremely important in our efforts to ensure furthering player 
development and also a fun and rewarding season for all involved.  Please take a few minutes to 
complete this evaluation with your athlete. 

The results of this form are confidential and your input will assist with the following: 

1. provide feedback to coaches 
2. assist in the selection of coaches next year 
3. provide guidance to the TC executive 

DIVISION: 
Mosquito  Pee Wee  Bantam 

Midget 

     

    

TEAM NAME: 
 

    

Please list the names of the coaches you are evaluating: 

HEAD COACH: 
 

ASSISTANT 1: 
 

ASSISTANT 2: 
 

Please rate each coach listed above on the following points: 

1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree  
  

Practices (At practices, the coach...) Head Coach  Assistant 1 Assistant 2 

1. held an adequate number of practices 
   

2. held practices that were well-planned with good content 
   

3. made good use of practice time 
   

4. made practices fun for the players 
   

5. controlled the team's behaviour 
   

6. taught skills and tactics appropriate for the age group 
   

7. used teaching methods appropriate for the age group 
   

8. described the skills and tactics clearly 
   

Please provide additional comments regarding practices: (use back if 

necessary)___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Please provide additional comments regarding practices: (use back if necessary) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Coach's Characteristics (In general, the coach...) Head Coach Assistant 1 Assistant 2 

17. had the capability to develop the players' technical skills 
   

18. is knowledgeable about the sport and teaches it well 
   

19. listened to the players and accommodated their concerns 
   

20. provided regular feedback to build the players' confidence 
   

21. accommodated the capabilities of individual players 
   

22. provided an environment that motivated your child 
   

23. created a fun, fair and competitive atmosphere 
   

24. spoke and listened to the players effectively 
   

25. communicated the season's expectations (tournaments, 
additional cost, etc)    

26. communicated with parents effectively 
   

27. included all players in all team activities (practices, team 
meetings, etc)    
 
Please provide additional comments regarding the coaches' characteristics: (use back if 
necessary) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Overall Head Coach Assistant 1 Assistant 2 

28. Would you like this person to coach your child again? 
   

29. Would you recommend this coach for a team next season? 
   

Please provide additional general comments: (use back if necessary) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Games (At games, the coach...) Head Coach Assistant 1 Assistant 2 

9. arrived early enough to prepare the team 
   

10. drew out a strong work ethic from the players 
   

11. had a positive attitude with the players 
   

12. provided corrective feedback in a constructive manner 
   

13. was sensitive to players' egos, feelings and morale 
   

14. encouraged respect for umpires and opponents 
   

15. provided fair and equal playing time for players 
   

16. was fair to all players on the team 
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